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Field Meetings Update
2nd March

Spring Migration with our
day in Tarifa 09.00h.
Details on the Forum

16th March

Our ever popular visit to
Bonanza, saltpans and
surrounding area. Details
on the forum

20th April

A visit to the Guadalhorce
nature reserve. Details to be
finalized.

18th May

Our ever popular visit to
Osuna, steppe and lagoons,
plus Rollers! area.

Editorial
Goodness, how do you follow Bob’s remarkable 100 editions of
his monthly Newsletter? Well the answer of course is with great
difficulty. First up, all your Committee Members are working
voluntarily for the Society, with free time sometimes at a
premium, or in my case times when work allows. To a large
degree this has influenced our decision to make the Newsletter
a bimonthly mailing. It helps me slightly by being Editor of our
quarterly journal ‘Birds of Andalucia’ as some ideas for
publication and articles can better be suited to a bimonthly
mailing. So here is my first effort and apologies for any shortfall
in the impossibly high standards set by Bob.
I hope you all have had a wonderful Christmas and New Year
celebration, of course birding too. January was rewarding for
both coastal and inland birding Cranes, Accentors, Ring Ouzel
and many other wintering birds attracting our attention, of
course our Field Meetings too focus on winter/migration, so
why not come along in March or April? Good birding to all.

Wintering Ring Ouzel Turdus torquatus
There are a number of great sites to visit where it is possible to see this
wonderful looking Thrush species. El Torcal, Loja, Grazalema, Llanos de
Libar, Sierra de las Nieves to name just a few. See the full article on Page 3.
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Winter Birding in Andalucía
Choices for birding in Andalucía during the winter is hardly a challenge, so
many sites hold great species and make a journey worthwhile.
We are certainly blessed with
options on where to go
birding here in Andalucía. Of
course targeting species can
be fun, looking for Common
Cranes? Go to Fuente de
Piedra or La Janda. Want to
see Great Bustard? Then
winter is good for this species
in the Osuna Area. Black
Vulture is fairly easy in Jaén.
Many species are close to you

and an easy drive away. Of
course further distances may
be required to get the elusive
species such as Lammergeier
or Spanish Imperial Eagle,
but I’d suggest Jaén for these
birds. Mountain areas are
good for Alpine Accentor,
Ring Ouzel and other Thrush
species. Coastal wetlands and
saltpans are also worth a visit,
where wintering wildfowl

gather in their thousands,
plus Gull and Waders also
winter in good numbers.
Doñana and Bonanza are
good areas to search for
waders and wildfowl,
speaking of which we are due
to visit Bonanza during
March (16th) on an ABS Field
Meeting, why not make a
date to join us there? Enjoy
your winter birding.

Ideas for our future Field Meetings
Challenges to find new
birding sites. Frank, Alvaro
and myself, a kind of Field
Meeting Sub Committee,
have looked at birding sites to
visit for the coming year. We
will be giving more details
later on the Forum. One of
the most frequently asked

requests we receive is the
possibility to visit Morocco.
The planning needed for this
is time consuming, but if
there is sufficient interest,
then I am happy to explore
possibilities for the autumn of
2019. The idea would be to
depart on a Friday, returning

the
following Monday, time
enough to explore the areas
on the North Coast. Let me
know if you have an interest.
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A common autumn migrant and winter visitor

Our wintering birds comprise of two
of the three known subspecies to
occur in Europe, northern birds of the
race Turdus torquatus torquatus and
birds from the Pyrenees Turdus
torquatus alpestris. Many pass through
on migration to Moroccan wintering areas.
The scarcest of the six species of thrush breeding in Western Europe,
the Ring Ouzel’s global range is virtually confined to the Western
Palearctic (Hagemeijer & Blair 1997). There are three geographically
separated subspecies, all of which are migratory. The nominate race
T. t. torquatus breeds in upland areas of Britain, Ireland and
Fennoscandia, birds migrating to southern Spain and north-west
Africa in the winter (Cramp 1988). Further south, T. t. alpestris
breeds in montane areas from Spain east to Romania, with high
densities in the Pyrenees, Massif Central, Alps and Carpathians. In
Eastern Europe, birds of this race mostly winter at lower elevations
in the south of their breeding range, but western populations of T. t.
alpestris appear to winter in the same general areas as T. t. torquatus
(Hagemeijer & Blair 1997). A third race T. t. amicorum occurs in Asia
Minor, breeding in Turkey and the Caucasus and wintering mainly
in Iran and Turkmenistan (Cramp 1988).
Most thrushes are forest birds, and even those species inhabiting
more open habitats rarely occur where no trees are found (Clement
& Hathway 2000). Ring Ouzels are therefore unusual in that they
occupy open moorland, fell and mountain habitat where trees are
usually sparse or stunted, and often absent. Wintering Ouzels are
normally found above 800 m in Andalucía, but have been recorded
down to sea level during times of migration. Mountain areas are
particularly frequented here and especially where there are fruiting
Hawthorn trees/bushes, a much-favoured fruit for wintering Ring
Ouzel in Andalucía. Only two of the three subspecies are found in
the region T.t.torquatus and T.t.alpestris, there have been no accepted
records of T.t.amicorum here.

Wintering birds can
form loose nomadic
flocks consisting of both
subspecies
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To see these beautiful
thrushes in winter isn’t
difficult, it is more a case of
visiting the right areas. The
mountain ranges are the main
wintering quarters and
migration stopover points, so
a journey to higher elevations
is a must do activity during
January and February to see
them. Some of the most
popular sites are Sierra de las
Nieves, Sierra Nevada, Loja,
Grazalema and my favourite
site Llanos de Libar. Fruiting
Hawthorn, Rosehips and of
course standing water are
attractive for this species, so
try locating areas where these
combine to act as a starting
point for observing
individuals and small flocks.
The easiest site I know is the
water trough at Puerta de las
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Palomas, the high pass
between Zahara de la Sierra
and Grazalema. A little time
spent at this site is sure to
produce results, added to
which there are other great
species to see here such as
Alpine Accentor, Siskin,
Fieldfare and other target
wintering birds.
Ring Ouzel migration here in
autumn normally begins in
September, but in low
numbers and usually reported
from lowland areas. The
main period is October; when
large numbers pass through
on their way to the Atlas
Mountains in Morocco, birds
arriving at more local
wintering areas will often join
these migrants. Those birds
remaining here for the winter
will often gather in loose and
nomadic flocks, sometimes
becoming elusive as they
forage in high and
inaccessible areas. Late
dispersal is notable as Haw
Berries become scarce.

Our wintering birds tend to
leave us by March drifting
northwards to their breeding
grounds. In years of scarce
food sources, they can depart
as early as February, though
this is infrequent. Again
migration in spring tends to
produce lowland records, so
visits to coastal areas can
produce the odd bird.

News Desk – News and Views
Our new look Newsletter is a
result of a review after the
retirement of our Society
stalwart Bob Wright. Bob’s
contribution to the Society
has been enormous as
Membership Secretary and
the author of the last 100
editions of your Newsletter,
yes 100 editions! Bob
continues as Membership

Secretary, which is probably
the most time consuming post
within the running of the
Society, but readers of the
Newsletters will sorely miss
his personable nature and
friendly approach. As
President of the Society I
would like to thank Bob for
all his time and effort in
helping to make the Society

the success that it is today. I
have no doubt; the Society
would have been the poorer
for not having Bob as a major
driving force promoting us. I
have valued Bob’s work and
continue to do so, I only hope
Bob will be able to hang-on in
there as Membership
Secretary and help us grow
with his unerring efforts. PJ.
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10 Year Anniversary

Keep up to date on
our Field Meetings.
Look at our website
for details.
Future meetings will include:
th

20 April – Guadalhorce
18th May – Osuna
20th June – Granada
20th July - AGM

Rock Bunting
Emberiza cia
Our bird of the
Jan/Feb Months
Having advocated you try
and get out to see Ring
Ouzel during the next
couple of months, then
another species you are
likely to encounter in the
same habitat is Rock
Bunting. The male is
particularly handsome and
adds to the thrill of being
in our mountains.

Last year saw us celebrate our
10-year anniversary. It
doesn’t seem that long ago,
but it has been a privilege for
all of us who began on the
road of creating, promoting
and establishing the Society
as the leading Andalucía Bird
Association, not just for its
social value to members, but
also how we have evolved to
become a force in supporting
regional conservation
projects. Our quarterly
magazine has set a standard
few regional societies can
match, our Field Meetings
are among the best attended
bird meets in the region and
our membership continues to
grow, giving us all a pride in
how we have developed.

Conservation Support
We cannot emphasise enough
the importance membership
subscriptions play in helping
us support conservation
projects here in Andalucía.
As the Society is run on a
purely volunteer basis, our
running costs are down to a
bare minimum, printing,
website and accounting are
among various expenditure,
after which surpluses can be
considered for worthwhile

and sustainable conservation
projects. We could do so
much more with increasing
membership, just imagine our
potential if each member
were able to introduce a new
member. Please do spread the
word and promote your
Society, helping us helps
conservation in the region.

Looking Ahead
Whilst mentioning our
support for regional
conservation projects, we
canvassed members at our
Field Meeting on 19th January
at Fuente de Piedra about
which projects to support for
2019 and to what extent. It
was a chance for you to have
a say on these proposals and
we greatly appreciated you
coming along.
We are hoping to unveil our
new look website this year,
hopefully it will be a lot
simpler to navigate and user
friendly in all aspects. The
site will have some interactive
sections i.e. Field Meetings
and for our approved guides.
It is a slow and evolving
project at the moment, but we
are sure all will be worth it
with the final design and all
the information we can
include.
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Support those members who
support ABS.
Accommodation and Guides
ACCOMMODATION. We have many associate
members offering special rates for ABS members and
located in nearly all the provinces of the region.
Please support them and help them help us.
PROFESSIONAL GUIDES. All the provinces in the
region are covered by our Approved Wildlife Guides.
They are active in supporting the Society and we
hope you will use and recommend their services.
LINK FOR ACCOMMODATION:
http://www.andaluciabirdsociety.org/index.php/affi
liated-services/accommodation-by-province
LINK FOR GUIDES:
http://www.andaluciabirdsociety.org/index.php/affi
liated-services/guides

COMING SOON TO THE SKY NEAR YOU

ANDALUCIA BIRD SOCIETY
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